Virtual address translation in a virtual machine monitor (VMM) for modern x86 processors can be implemented using a software approach known as shadow paging or a hardware approach known as nested paging. Most VMMs, including our Palacios VMM, support both. Using a range of benchmark measurements, we show that which approach is preferable for achieving high application performance under virtualization is workload dependent, and that the performance differences between the two approaches can be substantial. We have developed an algorithm, based on measuring the TLB miss rate and the VMM exit rate for paging-related exits, for measuring the performance of the current paging approach during normal execution and predicting when switching approaches is likely to be beneficial to the application. We combine this with new support in Palacios for switching paging approaches at any time to implement a dynamic adaptive paging approach called DAV 2 M for dynamically adaptive virtualized virtual memory. DAV 2 M attempts to deliver application performance that is the same or better than the best static approach for a given workload. Our evaluation shows that it does so, and, for a range of benchmarks, DAV 2 M delivers performance within 5-8% of native, reducing overheads by as much as a factor of four. Although both the shadow and nested paging approaches are evolving, the dynamic adaptive approach can combine their best qualities.
INTRODUCTION
A critical component of the overhead of a modern virtual machine monitor (VMM) for x86 or x64 hardware is the virtualization of address translation. Conceptually, a VMM introduces an additional layer of indirection that maps addresses that the guest OS believes are physical addresses, but called here guest physical addresses (GPAs), to the actual host physical addresses (HPAs). Address translation then is effectively from guest virtual addresses (GVAs) to GPAs and then to HPAs.
There are two general approaches to achieving this translation, shadow paging and nested paging. Both approaches have several variants. Shadow paging is a software-centric approach that flattens GVA→GPA→HPA translation to GVA→HPA translation and implements this translation in a single page table hierarchy that is under the exclusive control of the VMM and combines guest and VMM intent. In contrast, nested paging is a hardware-centric approach in which the hardware provides for a second page table hierarchy that the VMM can use to separately maintain the GPA→HPA mapping without having to involve itself in the guest's GVA→GPA decisions. Section 2 describes these approaches, and their variants on the x86/x64 in more detail.
Although both approaches can achieve very low overhead, we argue that there is not a single best approach for minimizing overheads and hence maximizing application performance. Rather, the best approach depends on the paging workload of the application running in the VM. Further, even for a single application, the best approach may not be static, but may rather vary over time. For example, an HPC application with multiple computation phases might have a preferred paging approach for each phase. As another example, a long-running VM might very well have different applications execute during its lifetime, each of which may prefer a different paging approach. In Sections 3 and 4 we report on a study, based largely on HPC workloads, that supports these claims. The virtualized application performance, relative to a native environment, can vary by as much as 105% between the two modes.
Most modern VMMs for x86/x64 hardware, including the Palacios VMM [19] in which this work is implemented, offer several variants of both shadow and nested paging. In these VMMs, the selection of paging approach is made at the time the VM is instantiated and holds for the VM's lifetime. As we explain in Section 5, we have extended Palacios to allow us to dynamically change the paging approach at run-time. As part of the handling of any exit to the VMM, we can switch to a different approach.
We have developed a prototype policy that uses this mechanism to enhance the performance of applications as they execute. The policy is based on two metrics of paging performance. When shadow paging is in use, the metric is the rate of VMM exits related to paging, which is extremely easy to measure in the context of exit handling. When nested paging is used, the metric is the TLB miss rate, which is measured at virtually zero cost using a hardware performance counter. A third metric, cycles per instruction (CPI), is used to measure application performance. These metrics are further described in Section 4. The metrics are valuable apart from our policy since they succinctly capture the performance of each paging approach and the effect on application performance.
Our prototype policy, dynamically adaptive virtualized virtual memory (DAV 2 M), uses our mechanism and metrics to probe application performance using the current and alternate paging modes. Probing is triggered when the paging performance under the current mode exceeds a threshold. Based on this probing, the thresholds associated with each paging approach are also adjusted. Performance testing takes into account transient effects due to the paging approach switch itself, and probes are temporally limited to avoid potential oscillations in this control algorithm. When probing identifies a clearly superior paging approach, it is made the current one. DAV 2 M is described in detail in Section 6. We implemented DAV 2 M in Palacios and evaluated it using the application benchmarks described in Section 3 that are most sensitive to particular paging approaches, including benchmarks that are insensitive for comparison. Detailed results are shown in Section 7. The most salient points are as follows. First, for workloads which have a single best paging approach, DAV 2 M is able to quickly converge on that approach. Because of this quick convergence and the reasonably low overhead of the mechanism for switching the paging approach, the performance of these workloads under DAV 2 M is nearly identical to that we would have seen if we chose the paging approach correctly when the VM was configured (≤1%). A second important result is that, for a benchmark whose best paging approach varies over its execution, DAV 2 M is able to dynamically change the paging approach to match changing circumstances, without oscillatory behavior.
The contributions of our paper are as follows.
• We demonstrate, based on a study of a range of application benchmarks, that there is no single best paging approach in VMM that will maximize application performance. The choice of approach can have a significant impact.
• We describe VMM-based metrics that cheaply and succinctly measure paging and application performance.
• We describe the design, implementation, and evaluation of a new mechanism in our Palacios VMM that allows for dynamically changing the paging approach during run-time.
• We describe the design, and implementation of a policy, DAV 2 M, that drives our mechanism to dynamically select the best paging approach as a VM executes.
• We provide a detailed evaluation of DAV 2 M in Palacios, showing that it is highly effective, using the same application benchmarks.
Our work is publicly available in the context of the Palacios VMM codebase, which can be found at v3vee.org.
PAGING APPROACHES
In a virtualized environment, paging is complicated because there are essentially two levels of address translation. Conceptually, the guest OS controls the translation from guest virtual addresses (GVAs) to guest physical addresses (GPAs) by manipulating page tables in its address space. The VMM controls the translation from GPAs to host physical address (HPAs) by manipulating some other structure that implements the mapping. The two structural forms we consider here are shadow paging and nested paging.
Shadow paging. Shadow paging is a form of virtualized paging that is implemented in software. In order to understand shadow paging, it is helpful to differentiate the privilege level of the guest page tables and the VMM page tables. Because the VMM runs at a higher privilege level, it has the ultimate control over the control registers used to control the normal paging hardware on the machine. Because of this, it can always ensure that the page tables in use contain the correct mapping of guest addresses to host addresses. These page tables, the shadow page tables, contain mappings that integrate the requirements of the guest and the VMM. The shadow page tables implement a mapping from GVA to HPA and are in use whenever the guest is running.
The VMM must maintain the shadow page tables' coherence with the guest's page tables. A common approach to do so is known as the virtual TLB model [16, Chapter 28] . The x86's architected support for native paging requires that the OS (guest OS) explicitly invalidate virtual address (GVAs) from the TLB and other page structure caches when corresponding entries change in the inmemory page tables. These operations (including INVLPG and INVLPGWB instructions, CR3 (the pointer to the current page table) writes, CR4.PGE writes, and others) are intercepted by the VMM and used to update the shadow page tables. The interception of guest paging operations can be expensive as each one requires at least one exit from the guest, an appropriate manipulation of the shadow page table, and one reentry into the guest. These operations are especially expensive when context switches are frequent. A typical exit/entry pair, using hardware virtualization support, requires in excess of 1000 cycles on typical AMD or Intel hardware.
In this paper, we use an implementation of shadow paging with caching, as is common in many VMMs. Shadow paging with caching attempts to reuse shadow page tables. Ideally, the reuse is sufficiently high enough that a context switch can be achieved essentially with only one exit, to change the CR3 value. The VMM maintains in memory both shadow page tables corresponding to the current context, and shadow page tables corresponding to other contexts. The distinction is not perfect-it is perfectly legitimate for the guest to share guest page tables among multiple contexts, or even at different levels of the same context. Furthermore, the guest kernel has complete access to all of the guest page tables, for all contexts, at any time.
Nested paging. Nested paging is a hardware mechanism that attempts to avoid the overhead of the exit/entry pairs needed to implement shadow paging by making the GVA→GPA and GPA→HPA mappings explicit and separating the concerns of their control, making it possible to avoid VMM intervention except when a GPA→HPA change is desired. Both AMD and Intel support nested paging.
In nested paging, the guest page tables are used in the translation process to reflect the GVA→GPA mapping, while a second set of page tables, visible only to the VMM, are used to reflect the GPA→HPA mapping. Both the guest and the VMM have their own copy of the control registers, such as CR3. When a guest tries to reference memory using a GVA and there is a miss in the TLB, the hardware page-walker mechanism performs a two dimensional traversal using the guest and nested page tables to translate the GVA to HPA. When the page walk completes, the result is that the translation is cached in the TLB.
It is important to realize that with nested paging every step of the page walk in the guest's page tables requires a traversal of the nested page tables-the guest and nested page walk lengths do not add, they multiply. The consequence is that a TLB miss can be very expensive to handle. However, hardware page walk caching has been extended to ameliorate this, and the VMM can further ameliorate it by using large pages (short walks) in the nested page tables. In this paper, we use the AMD nested paging implementation on the Opteron 2350. Palacios can use large pages for nested page tables.
Comparison. A TLB miss under nested paging potentially incurs a very high cost compared to shadow paging because of the two dimensional page walk that is needed. In the worst case, using 4-level page tables in the guest and VMM, the cost for a TLB miss is 24 memory references. In contrast, the cost of a TLB miss for shadow paging is the same as that of the native case. In the extreme where there is little locality of reference, it is likely that nested paging will underperform shadow paging.
On the other hand, a shadow page fault is very expensive due to the necessary involvement of the VMM. This is primarily because the cost of VM exit is quite high, as previously noted. Furthermore, a guest page fault will often produce a pair of exits: the first to inject the page fault into the guest, and the second to fill the shadow page table entry appropriately. This leads to a situation in which a guest that frequently modifies its page tables will perform better using a nested rather than shadow paging approach.
WORKLOADS
We have previously conducted studies on virtualized paging using a range of benchmarks [8, 15] . It is important to note that for many workloads, the paging approach makes little difference to performance. In this paper, we focus on specific benchmarks that highlight the differences in performance between the two approaches. These are typically benchmarks that stress the TLB.
We surveyed widely-used benchmarks such as SPEC CPU (2000 and 2006) [3] and PARSEC [13, 12] under a native environment, and found TLB-intensive workloads as shown along the x-axis of Figure 2 . Our measurements were done on a Dell PowerEdge SC1435 described in Figure 1 . We ran the benchmarks under Linux 2.6.27 (64-bit). The PARSEC benchmarks used the distributed precompiled binaries. GCC 4.3.2 was used to compile SPEC CPU. We used Oprofile 0.9.4 for measuring TLB misses and clock cycle counts, PinPoints (Pin 2.8/SimPoint 3.2) [1] to profile memory access patterns, and libhugetlbfs 2.4 [14] to examine the effect of large pages.
Large page effects. Given this set of TLB-sensitive benchmarks, we also considered the effect of the use of large pages. One expectation is that large pages will reduce the TLB miss rate simply by reducing contention. A second expectation is that because large pages imply fewer levels on the page hierarchy, we will decrease the number of page table entries, making it more likely that entries will appear in the data cache. Many of the benchmarks showed increased performance (by 10-20%) using large pages. However, there are also cases, 181.mcf and 436.cactusADM , where just the opposite occurs.
Locality in 2-level page entries. To better understand why there are benchmarks where there is a high TLB miss rate even when using large pages, we considered 171.swim, 175.vpr, 181.mcf , and a "worst case" microbenchmark that scans pages in a manner designed to maximize the TLB miss rate by forcing misses at every level of the page hierarchy. In Figure 3 , we present the degree of locality that holds in the first level ("PDE") of the page hierarchies for these benchmarks. Two benchmarks have more locality than the worst case. However, it is important to note that 171.swim shows a very random memory access pattern with a large working set, which helps to explain why large pages do not enhance its performance significantly.
BEHAVIOR AND METRICS
We now consider the selection of metrics for quickly measuring the performance of shadow and nested paging.
Focused benchmark set. Workloads that are TLB-intensive will produce the largest differences between the performance of shadow and nested paging. We therefore have selected the following benchmarks from Figure 2 for further study: 171.swim, 301.apsi, 434.zeusmp, 403.gcc, and 164.gzip. For comparison, we add to this set 191.f ma3d and 186.craf ty, which are much less TLB-intensive. 403.gcc and 164.gzip use multiple sequential inputs, and thus are likely to show phase behavior in page translation. We might expect that different inputs will result in different page mappings. Hence, we expect these benchmarks to stress shadow paging, requiring many exits to the VMM to repair the shadow page tables when phase changes occur.
Palacios VMM. The shadow and nested paging implementations we use are implemented in the Palacios VMM. Palacios is is an OS-independent, open source, BSD-licensed, publicly available type-I VMM designed as part of the V3VEE project (http: //v3vee.org). For this work, we use Palacios embedded in the Kitten lightweight kernel. Detailed information about Palacios and Kitten can be found elsewhere [19] with code available from our site. We specifically use these commits: Palacios commit 1cd2958b5eb63b2ac63ced17447ba3b45c43f51a and Kitten commit 738:02e673de9a2e. The machine used is as described in the previous section.
Guest OS. We run the benchmarks on a guest (and native) OS based on Puppy Linux 3.01 [2], with a 2.6.18 Linux kernel, running on a single core 32 bit guest environment.
Conservative shadow paging performance. Although we employ shadow paging with caching, the implementation we evaluate in this paper is likely to produce conservative performance compared to nested paging for several reasons:
• 32 bit guest addressing. 32 bit guest addressing results in the guest page tables being at most 2 levels deep. This means that a nested page walk is much shorter than if 64 bit addressing (4 levels) were used in the guest.
• Small pages. Our shadow paging implementation uses small pages, while our nested paging implementation can use large pages at the nested level. As described in Section 3, using large pages provides an opportunity to reduce TLB contention, thus favoring nested paging. However, it is important to note that benchmarks such as 171.swim, 301.apsi, and 434.zeusmp are relatively insensitive to the choice of large or small pages.
• TLB tags [6, Chapter 12] and VMCB caching [5, Chapter 15.15] are not used. These features benefit shadow paging more than nested paging as they reduce exit costs. Performance comparison. Figure 4 shows the performance, compared to native, of nested and shadow paging, for the selected benchmarks. As we can see, neither approach is consistently superior. We seek to automatically and dynamically choose the approach that gives the best performance.
Metrics. We now consider the selection of metrics for measuring application performance and the performance of the current paging approach. Note that application performance may decline for reasons unrelated to paging, so it is essential to measure it independently. The metrics must be very inexpensive to measure. We have selected the following metrics:
• Application performance: Cycles per instruction (CPI), measured as the number of CPU cycles needed to execute a Figure 5: Deeper analysis of nested and shadow paging performance, and metrics. Each row is a single benchmark. The first column shows the performance, using CPI, of the benchmark. The second column shows the paging-related VM exit rate when using shadow paging. The third column shows the TLB miss rate when using nested paging. Highlighted graphs are described in Section 4.
window of instructions. We smooth the CPI with a 10 step moving average. • Nested paging performance: TLB miss rate, measured over a window of instructions. We smooth the TLB miss rate with a 10 step moving average. • Shadow paging performance: VM exit rate due to paging, measured over a window of instructions.
To capture the CPI and TLB miss rate, we make use of the hardware performance counter unit (PMU) [7, Chapter10] . The counters used are the cycles outside of halt states, the count of retired instructions, the count of L1 DTLB misses, and the count of L2 DTLB misses. The first two are combined to create the application performance metric (CPI), and the last is used for the nested paging performance metric. VM exits related to paging are counted in Palacios's exit handler. Instructions and TLB misses are counted in the context of the guest, but the cycle count is measured under both VMM and guest context. Because of this, we are measuring these metrics, as they affect the guest, over "wall clock" time (not virtual time). Measurements are made in the context of VM exits that are already occurring, with the window and sampling interval chosen so that there is < 1% overhead. Figure 5 provides a detailed view of how these metrics vary over the execution of the selected benchmarks. The first column shows the CPI over time for both shadow and nested paging for easy comparison. The second shows the paging-related VM exit rate for shadow paging, while the third shows the TLB miss rate for nested paging. For all graphs, lower is better. The thresholds shown in the graphs in the middle and right-hand columns will be explained in Section 6. The highlighted graphs are explained next.
Comparing the left column of Figure 5 and Figure 4 we can see that our CPI measurement does indeed capture the application-level difference in performance between shadow and nested paging. Furthermore, we can see a clear connection between low application performance (high CPI) and shadow paging performance. For example, for 164.gzip, the four bursts of low CPI (left graph) are explained by the four bursts of high paging-related VM exit rate (middle graph). Similarly, the better performance of 171.swim under shadow paging is captured by its correspondingly lower CPI (left graph), and the high TLB miss rate (right graph) explains why nested paging has difficulty performing well.
MECHANISM
We have implemented a facility in Palacios that allows us to switch between shadow paging and nested paging in the middle of handling any exit. There are essentially two elements to this mechanism, (a) management of the paging and TLB-related aspects of the hardware-specific virtualization extensions, particularly the VMCB [5] or VMCS [16] , and (b) management of the paging state for each mechanism in a manner such the guest and VMM intent represented in one can readily be translated to the other.
Palacios maintains a relatively stable GPA→HPA mapping. Because of this, maintaining nested paging state is quite straightforward. In essence, unless the guest physical memory map changes, the nested page tables can simply be kept cached. Thus, when we switch from shadow to nested paging, we can simply reuse them. In contrast, the shadow page tables include guest intent, which is not under our control. If we tracked guest page table updates while using nested paging, we would obviate the performance benefits of nested paging. Instead, we simply flush the shadow page tables when we switch from nested paging to shadow paging. Notice that shadow page caching is still used while we are running with shadow paging. It is only when we transition from shadow paging to nested paging, and then return to shadow paging that we lose the shadow paging cache contents.
Because of the asymmetry in tracking and reconstructing paging state, it is considerably cheaper to switch from shadow paging to nested paging than the reverse, all other things being the same. Of course, the actual switching cost also depends on the workload. Figure 6 shows both costs in the context of the 403.gcc benchmark, where they are among the highest. Shadow to nested requires about half of the time of the reverse in this benchmark. The real time for the most costly switch, including the time for the transient effects to quiesce, on this most costly benchmark is ≤ 100ms. On other workloads, the transitions occur in much less time.
POLICY

DAV
2 M is a threshold-based policy. The performance of the current paging mode is compared with a threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, we switch to the alternative mode. A naive approach to setting these thresholds might be to make them fixed. However, as we can see from Figure 5 , our metrics vary widely across workloads, and also across time within an individual workload. Furthermore, even if a threshold were correct for a workload, fixing it would make possible oscillatory behavior, bouncing between the alternative modes.
In Figure 5 , for the graphs in the middle and right-hand columns, the horizontal lines represent potential static thresholds for illustration. Clearly, a workload such as 171.swim would be well served by these thresholds. However, consider 403.gcc. For this workload, the illustrative thresholds would result in continuous switching that would kill performance. Consider 434.zeusmp. For this workload, the thresholds would lead to a consistent selection of nested paging, which would in a 8% increase in execution time compared to using shadow paging. DAV 2 M uses dynamic thresholds that are adjusted whenever we switch modes. The adjustments to the thresholds are based on the performance difference that is seen, as measured using CPI. If performance increases due to the switch, the threshold is adjusted so that switch will occur at a lower threshold. Otherwise, the threshold makes the switch less probable in the future. counter is reset. When it is necessary to leave the state due to countvexit exceeding its threshold, thresholdvexit, the counter and cpi shadow , computed from the number of retired instructions and the number of cycles during windowvexit are stored.
States. DAV
• PreNested is the state in which we are probing the performance of nested paging after deciding that shadow paging performance is insufficient. Specifically, we compare the previous cpi shadow with the current cpi nested . Nested paging is being used. PreNested has a limited duration that expires when at least windowvexit instructions have been retired.
• Prepaging is the state that is in force after the PreNested and before Nested. The purpose of this state, during which nested paging is also in force, is to allow the TLB miss rate behavior to quiesce before switching to Nested. Without this state, we could easily misinterpret the high TLB miss rate after a shadow-to-nested switch and switch back to shadow. The workloads 164.gzip and 403.gcc are examples where such oscillation would occur.
• Nested is the state in which we are operating under nested paging. Here we are counting TLB misses in counttmiss, reseting every windowtmiss instructions. When this count exceeds thresholdtmiss, we will leave the state, but update cpi nested before doing so.
• PreShadow is the state in which we are comparing the previous cpi nested with the current cpi shadow , while running with shadow paging active. Like PreNested, PreShadow holds for a limited duration. As in Shadow, VM exits are being monitored. Because the measurement granularity is courser when operating with shadow paging (due to operating over exits), the transient effects of switching from Nested to PreShadow are generally over by the time the PreShadow period is over. Thus no state analogous to PrePaging is needed. Figure 8 illustrates an example timing of state transitions. Transitions are labeled by number as in the state diagram.The figure begins in the Shadow state purely for convenience. The time is in retired instructions.
To avoid repeated switching between nested and shadow paging, we modify the thresholds as we transition from state to state. Furthermore, in testing thresholds we multiply by a factor pF actor. Finally, we consider the intervals between transitions from nested to shadow (countn2s) and shadow to nested (counts2n) and compare to a window threshold windowtrans. When a transition occurs within this window, both thresholdvexit and thresholdtmiss are increased, which will damp the system. Algorithm specifics. DAV 2 M advances through handling the following two events:
VM exit for a shadow page fault:
VM exit for a PMU overflow:
The PMU is set for windowinst instructions as the as sampling period, as Section 5. For every retired instruction beyond this, an overflow occurs, causing a VM exit. Threshold adjustment in action. Figure 9 shows how the thresholds are dynamically adjusted during the execution of two different benchmarks that would otherwise likely cause oscillation. The graphs show the execution of the 168.gzip and 403.gcc benchmarks, using the parameters described in Section 7.
RESULTS
We now present an evaluation of DAV 2 M as implemented in Palacios, using the selected benchmarks described in Section 4. Parameters and initial settings. The parameters and starting values for DAV 2 M, described in Section 6, were set as follows:
• pF actor = 1.1 • windowinst = 10 9 instructions • windowvexit = 10 9 instructions • windowtmiss = 10 × windowinst • windowtrans = 100 × windowinst • thresholdvexit = 10 Application performance. Figure 10 presents the application performance results comparing DAV 2 M with the static approaches of either shadow paging or nested paging. The format of each graph is identical to that of Figure 4 . The bars compare to native performance, lower bars are better. The left hand graph presents an evaluation on the same Opteron 2350 as previously described, while the right hand graph presents the same evaluation done on a newer machine. The newer machine is equipped with with an AMD Phenom II X2 550 processor, 4GB RAM, 3GHz clock speed, and 6 MB of L3 cache. The most important observation is that DAV 2 M is able to provide virtually identical performance to the best static paging approach on all of the benchmarks on both machines.
There are two important things to point out at this point. First, the measurements given in Figure 10 (and Figure 4) are of the number of cycles needed to run the benchmark-they reflect the total execution times of the benchmarks. These should not be confused with the CPI metric (Section 4) that DAV 2 M uses internally to heuristically determine application execution rate. Secondly, recall that our evaluation focused on a set of benchmarks that induced the most significant differences between the two paging approaches (Section 3). For benchmarks where there is little difference (two are included), DAV 2 M correctly does not affect performance.
Deeper analysis. We now focus on the results for the Opteron 2350 machine and illustrate how DAV 2 M is working, and what its overheads are.
It is possible to group the benchmarks into three sets based on which virtual paging mode is best for performance: 1 171.swim and 434.zeusmp are best under shadow paging. 2 403.gcc and 168.gzip are best under nested paging. 3 301.apsi, 186.craf ty and 191.f ma3d perform similarly.
For (1) and (2), DAV 2 M quickly chooses the right approach. For (3), DAV 2 M quickly chooses an approach and avoids switching. Figure 11 illustrates the number of switches of paging mode that occur for each benchmark. Even in 403.gcc, only 13 transitions occur. If we consider 403.gcc's behavior in Figure 5 , we can see why this benchmark might cause a larger number of transitions: there is phase behavior in which short phases where shadow paging is preferable occur. Note that despite this switching, 403.gcc under DAV 2 M performs as well as the best static policy: the costs of switching are counterbalanced by the increased performance in those phases. For the other benchmarks, we can see very little switching, as we would hope for. Figure 12 shows the percentage of time that the benchmarks spend in each mode when run under DAV 2 M. Here the three sets of benchmarks are quite evident. For the third set, in which the paging approach does not matter, we see that DAV 2 M has made opposite decisions (171.swim vs. 434.zeusmp), but with no real consequences for performance. At most one switch occurred.
RELATED WORK
The virtualization of paging has a history as long as virtual machine monitors themselves. For the x86 platform, the initial descriptions of the software-based approaches of shadow paging in VMware [20] and paravirtualized shadow paging in Xen [9] set the stage. Bhargava et al [11] give a detailed treatment of the hardware-based approach of nested paging and its optimization. Barr et al [10] propose new approaches to page walk caching that could be used to further accelerate nested paging. Adams and Ageson [4] compare hardware and software techniques in x86 virtualization, while Karger [17] compares x86 and DEC Alpha virtualization, a comparison that includes a excellent treatment of the aspects of x86 paging that make it particularly challenging to virtualize with high performance.
Wang et al [21] also propose, implement, and evaluate an adaptive approach to paging approach selection. DAV 2 M uses a different mechanism and policy, and is evaluated in the context of a different VMM. Both papers find adaptive paging to be highly promising.
Our paper fits in the context of our group's efforts to achieve low overhead virtualization for high performance computing (see v3vee.org for more). Prior publications have analyzed the performance differences between different forms of shadow and nested paging [8, 19, 18] , identified the opportunity for adaptive paging in HPC [8] , and considered other hardware approaches to paging at the nested level [15] .
CONCLUSIONS
We have made a case that no single approach to virtualizing virtual memory is best for maximizing application performance, focusing on the choice between shadow paging and nested paging. Rather, the choice is workload-dependent, and it may even vary over the life of a virtual machine. In response, we created a mechanism in our Palacios VMM for changing the paging approach at any time, and a policy, DAV 2 M, for driving that mechanism to increase application performance. We demonstrated that DAV 2 M is able to adapt to workload, providing performance at least as good as the best statically chosen paging approach for the workload. Although our implementation is available in the Palacios VMM, the general idea could be applied in any VMM that supports multiple paging approaches.
